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Bovey Tracey Community Centre Design Report

1. Introduction
Bovey Tracey Town Council, Devon County Council, Libraries Unlimited, the Information
Centre Trust, and Teignbridge District Council are working in partnership to create a new
Community Centre on the site of the Old Thatched Inn at the southern entry to the town.
To help inform the development plans for the new Centre a process of community
consultation and stakeholder engagement was commissioned from Devon Communities
Together during the spring and summer of 2016. The community needs, aspirations and
ideas expressed in this engagement process were incorporated into a Design Brief which
was used to invite expressions of interest from local architectural practices. As a result of
this process the architectural firm Peregrine Mears Architects Ltd were appointed in spring
2017. The architects have been working with the Centre Steering Group and statutory
agencies to develop initial design proposals for the building. These initial design proposals
were presented for public review and comment at an exhibition in Bovey Tracey Library for a
two week period at the end of July 2017. The aims of inviting this public feedback was
twofold: Firstly, to show the public how their input during the consultation and engagement
process has helped to shape the building design, and secondly to help the Town Council,
the Centre Steering Group and the architects to ensure that the final plans for the Centre
have the support of and reflect the views from the community as far as practicable prior to
submitting the proposals for full planning permission in the autumn of 2017. This report
presents the feedback received from members of the public during the Design exhibition.

Catalyst and Devon Communities Together
Catalyst is the in-house consultancy service provided by Devon Communities Together (DCT).1
Catalyst has been supporting the Bovey Tracey Centre Steering Group throughout the
development process and was given the remit of helping to plan, facilitate and report on the
public exhibition and the feedback received.

Methodology
The exhibition composed by the architects consisted of a set of large canvasses setting out:
the technical requirements and constraints of the site, the community and stakeholder
requirements, aerial plans, side elevation plans and artist’s impressions of how the internal
space and external features could look. They also provided a 3D model of the proposed
building. To accompany the exhibition short questionnaire forms were provided for members
of the public to fill in and drop in a post box beside the exhibition. The exhibition canvasses
and feedback forms were also provided on line via the Town Council’s website and
Facebook page. Posters were distributed around the town and on-line to promote the
exhibition, along with an article in the Town Council’s community newsletter “Quality Update”
(distributed to 3,000 household) and a press release.
The exhibition was presented in the Library from Thursday the 27th July to Thursday the 10th
of August. Initial sessions were staffed by members of the Steering Group and the
architects team to aid discussion and answer queries. This proved to be very popular and
helpers were engaged in constant dialogue throughout the “staffed” session.
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Copy of
poster to promote the exhibition which was distributed around the town – when posted on the Town
Facebook page it received 306 Likes.
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Copy of Quality Update newsletter distributed to 3000 homes in the parish
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2. Questionnaire responses
The exhibition was available to view on a drop-in basis with some people attending for the
specific purpose of viewing the exhibition and others who were using the library and took the
opportunity of viewing it whilst there. Hence it was difficult to keep account of the exact
number of people who viewed the exhibition, but we estimate that around 200 people
participated.
The on-line copy of the exhibition was also visited by 96 people according to Google
Analytics. The invitation to the exhibition which was posted on the Town Council’s Facebook
page received 306 Likes.
A total of 145 feedback forms were completed at the library and a further 5 submitted on line.

Question 1 asked participants if on the whole they broadly support
the proposals for the Centre Design as presented in the exhibition.

On the whole do you broadly support the
proposals for the Centre design?
44.67%

28.00%

26.67%

0.67%
YES

NO

AGREE WITH SOME
ELEMENTS ONLY

UNDECIDED/NO
STRONG OPINION

Responses

A total of 150 participants answered this question, of which 44% (67 individuals) stated that
on the whole they broadly support the proposals presented. A further 27% (40 people)
stated that they agree with some aspects only, and 28% (42 people) stated that they do not
support the current design proposals. Only one participants indicated that they were
undecided or had no strong opinion.
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Question 2 asked participants to submit explanatory comments if
they think that something is wrong with, or has been missed out
from the exhibition proposal
Re: The 45% of participants that stated that on the whole they support the
proposals as presented in the exhibition:
80% of them (54 individuals) went on to provide comments to elaborate on their position.
The common themes that can be identified from the comments received are described in
order of frequency below:
 At least 18 commentators expressed concerns about the materials and style of the
front elevation of the building. The main objection was for the use of red bricks rather
than more natural cladding suggestions including: natural stone, coloured rendering,
wood cladding and more feature windows. Several people stated that the style is too
industrial and incongruous in this area of the town. (This aspect of the feedback was
replicated and elaborated on in the section below).

At least 15 commentators expressed strong approval for the overall look of
the building design with particular reference to its’ “contemporary” style, “zig-zag” roof
and ceramic cladding.
 At least 15 comments referred to the need to make the building as eco-friendly as
possible with suggestions including installation of PV, rain-water collection and
charge-points for electric cars in the car-park.
 Several people expressed concerns about the internal lay-out of spaces in particular
the apparent need to move a lot of furniture and potential conflicts between different
user groups in the same space.
 Several people raised concerns about the kitchen provision; the fact that it appears to
be too small to be equipped for external caterers to use and provide for large
functions and also, that it needs a serving hatch into the main events space. This
was recognised as a particularly important issue in terms of attracting future income
streams.
 Concerns were raised about the roof and windows: The latter being a lack of
windows particularly in the front elevation for external aesthetics. Comments on the
roof included: “looks expensive”, “gullies will be difficult to maintain” and “where will
the flag pole go”
 A few people highlighted the importance of good storage provision to accommodate
as many user groups from the community as possible and allow flexibility of function.
A couple of people suggested that this would be a better use of space than the
courtyard proposal.
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 Other commentators focussed on specific internal features needed to make the
multipurpose function work well, including: acoustics and lighting rigging
infrastructure for live performances; flooring suitable for dancing and ballet/keep fit
classes; and adequate staffing for the visitor information zone, the checking of toilets
and managing the external bookings.
 Several commentators offered quite technical and detailed design ideas all of which
will be included in the Appendix document to this report.

Some typical quotes from these local residents:
“Good to see something Tangible happening!”
“Where are the solar panels and/or other energy efficiency measures? Surely
this is an invest-to-save measure for such a building and sends a positive
message to the community.”
“People who work from home and want to use the space do so in order to
socialise a bit/ meet other people rather than continue working alone, so single
office spaces, will not be attractive - better to have office with multiple desks.”
“Best wishes to having full planning permission soon, then onwards to having this
good facility ASAP!”
“I think this has been very well thought through and will be great for our town.
Thank you to our councillors, officers and consultants for putting such effort
into this project”
Re: The 27% of participants that stated that they agree with only some
elements of the proposals as presented.
100% of them (40 individuals) provided explanatory comments as to their position. The
common themes that can be identified from the comments received are described in order of
frequency below:
 At least 74% of comments expressed concerns about the style and materials used
for the front elevation (Station Rd façade) of the building. Some of these comments
were very strongly worded - probably illustrative of the depth of concern and dislike
felt – using terms such as: stark, hideous, ugly, horrific and a blot on the landscape.
The proposal was frequently referred to as being factory or warehouse like in style
and incongruous with the historic and domestic vernacular of its immediate
surroundings (references to the Craft Guild and the GP surgery as good examples to
follow) and to the connection with Dartmoor and rural hinterland. Most people
referred to the “red brick” finish as being the main issue they are unhappy with.
Several comments referred to the “potteries” as not being a suitable historic
6
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reference to emulate for this specific location and function. By way of improvements
several people suggested the use of more “natural” materials and colours and to
stone cladding or rendering as being more appropriate. A couple of people
suggested that use of different coloured bricks and patterning could help improve the
visual impact.
 Over 50% of comments referred to the internal lay-out and functionality in a positive
light. A couple of people did question whether a mezzanine or 2nd floor could be
added to ease the pressure on internal accommodation.
 Several people expressed concerns about the roof and window proposals. In terms
of the former, concerns referred to the flat roof sections and valleys of the front roof
and the difficulties/costs of maintenance of such. A few comments suggested the
need for more glass and larger windows particularly on the front elevation.
 Several people raised the issue and importance of how eco-friendly the building will
be with common suggestions being: the use of solar and ground-source energy
production; use of carbon-neutral materials; rain water collection for flushing and
greening the outside.
 Disabled access in particular in relation to the toilets was raised by a few participants.
Commentators referred to the importance of good practice in relation to meeting the
needs of people with physical, sensory and mental health conditions. A lot of
constructive suggestions were offered including: the use of colour contrasts for key
internal features, providing consistent lighting without glare and internal signage and
way-marking. Several people suggested that more than one toilet should be fully
accessible and open “out of hours” from the car-park.

Some typical quotes from these local residents:
“Good interior use of space but why not have 2 storeys?”
“The building should reflect Dartmoor in some way i.e. some polished granite for
outside seating.”
“Parking for pushchairs, disability scooters - is this possible?”
“What is wrong with using softer natural materials as has been done with the
architects’ example at RHS Rosemoor”
” No steps should be used internally and every entrance/exit should have sloped
access to the outside”
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Re: The 28% of participants who stated that they do not support the proposals
as presented
100% of them (42 individuals) provided explanatory comments as to their position. The
common themes that can be identified from their comments received are described in order
of frequency below:
 All but one commentator referred to their dislike of the external design: Their
comments very much replicated those reported above. Their criticisms were usually
with regard to the front elevation (Station Rd façade) and their opinion that the red
brick cladding is not in keeping with the locality and the style and dimensions of the
frontage present an industrial / warehouse visual impression.
 A few of these commentators do compliment the internal design but suggest that it
would be a lost opportunity not to include a 2nd floor to better accommodate all the
community needs.
 Other comments reflected those already listed above – particularly the need for more
out of hours’ toilet access and the need to incorporate renewable energy sources
now rather than in retrospect (costlier)

Typical quotes from these local residents:
“Toilets: Only one toilet available out of hours - this is inadequate in a tourist
town”
“There will be many demands for space but much of this is fresh air.”
“I hate to say this, but even though I was in favour of something modern,
artistic and original, on looking at what is proposed I find it absolutely
appalling.”
The single participant who stated that they were undecided or had no strong opinion as to
whether they support the proposals focussed on the issue of what name to give the building
(suggested the Bovey Hub) so that it would not be confused with the larger complex planned
for the Molay Littry Way site. They also suggested that the cinema proposed for the new
King of Prussia project would be better accommodated in this Hub to encourage its use by
young residents.
Many participants submitted quite in-depth ideas and technical suggestions, all of which will
be provided to the Steering Group as a separate Appendix document for their reference and
clarification.
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Appendix 1: individual’s feedback from those participants who on the
whole supported the proposed design
There is too much focus on Council meeting rooms: there are other places in town where the council could meet - thus
freeing up this space for more community use
It is difficult to imagine the final look of the exterior from photos of artists impressions: At the moment the worry is that
in the centre of town we will have factory warehouses"
Bike racks are included in FAQs but you may also wish to include ""scooter park"" in the same area, otherwise scooters
tend to be left where they fall
There are big objections to a single ""uni-sex"" out of hours’ toilet accessed from the car park. There is a need for male
and female accessible toilets.
The ""service entrance|"" (by indoor accessible toilets) needs a wheelchair ramp rather than steps as shown (same for
2 above)
Indoor ""accessible toilets"" - are 4 toilets enough to service the entire building and functions such as public meetings
and weddings with 100+ attendees?
Who will be responsible for checking/cleaning/ re-stocking loos if only a part time cleaner?
4X office cubicles: Very small! - Access for late night working? - Ventilation? - No windows? - Long term hire - no room
for filing cabinet or a visitor chair? - Telephone services - switchboard operator? - Broadband access?
"Breakout room"" - small table for 4, situated in a drafty corner by rear entrance with traffic in the foyer?
"Town Council Meeting Room"" 14 councillors - table for 4?
Town Clerks office - where is the secretary's office?+ photocopier+ 6 filing cabinets + storage?
External courtyard (North west - Town Council end of building) Could this space be better used to provide larger more
internal office space/storage? ( i can’t remember from the model if this space is covered - if not perhaps it should be,
with doors at Station Rd end)
"Kitchen"" - far too small for any kind of serious catering+ needs rear access door for caterers access - i suggest an
improvement would be covering the ""external courtyard"" (south side) with a fixed roof (glass?) and replacing kitchen
window onto courtyard with a serving hatch.
Tourist information combined with Library? - consider opening hours for both. Also, consider possible conflicts with any
day-time vents in the ""library space"".
North Side - external terrace - could be better used if enclosed with roof and used as internal office/storage space rather
than a terrace eg could provide better storage for library roll-away racks and lots of un-stackable furniture, sofas etc as illustrated in internal impression drawing?
Main ""Library hall"" and ""Town Council meeting room"" space: Sound system + sound deck + theatre lighting and
lighting console+ overhead stage lighting (does the high roof design make this difficult?)+ hearing aid loop+ Spring floor
for dancing? High heel resistant? + Storage for stage and 150 chairs?+ dressing room for performers? + Mains plugs in
floor and walls for ""stands"" for flower show, craft fair etc
Eco Friendly Building: Rain water capture for toilets+ solar panels, PV and hot water/LED lighing (theatre) + Green
Roof? + Micro -hydro and water source heat pump in the Bovey River? + insulation+ under floor heating? + Smart
building monitoring system|?
Fresh Air ventilation? + warm air heat exchange?
Recent ""Community Centre"" descriptions are misleading: The recent marketing/consultation for the ""Hub"" highlights
the use of the building as a ""community centre"" and ""a multi-functioning community meeting space"" rather than just
the 4 key services functions specified in the design brief (extract provided).
The Town Council is aware that a Bovey Futures project is well underway to address the provision of a new and much
needed ""Community Centre"" on the community land at Molay-Littry Way. ""Development of a multi-function community
hall...indoor recreation complex and facilities to replace the loos of the BT Town hall and to accommodate future
community growth""
Promoting this ""Hub"" as a ""Community Centre"" creates an unhelpful illusion that the new building is intended to fulfil
this role with its limited space and shared facilities."
As i understand it the visible wall on the main road would be red brick with only 1 or 2 windows. I feel strongly that a
brick facade would be a mistake at the entrance to the town instead of the original thatched in that had charm. Coming
from the midlands i think white rendering or natural stone would be better (see Riverside surgery as an example) This
is after-all what people come to see in Devon and Bovey.

A management committee would be responsible for strategic decisions but not day to day management! Some thought
needs to be given to appointing a building manager/caretaker who will be responsible for locking up; security; cleaning
etc lettings would need to be closely supervised by someone actually on site!
The final design of the external parts of the building appear not yet to be completed, and it would be good to see the
mix of materials and colours to be used as these will influence many people's impressions of how the building fits in to
the locality at this key entrance site to the town.
Only query - Hope the "red brick" colour is not going to be too harsh - it doesn’t fit in with the Devon architecture.
Otherwise a splendid design
It looks fabulous - please build it as soon as possible!
Have you designed in sustainable energy factors eg. PV, rainwater recycling etc.
Generally, approve of the proposals and the interesting design. A difficult (?) to accommodate a range of requirements,
look forward to its completion.
"Small site building therefore building seems tight.
Combination of library and exhibition hall will be difficult to achieve i.e need to clear exhibition away when library is open.
Not sure about ventilation - is this adequate?
What about the possibility of adding an extra floor to maximise usage?
A lot of furniture - moving seems to be envisaged for this multi-use building - difficult, possibly dangerous for its users.
Feel the main elevation (Brick/ Tile hanging) needs more articulation! A lot of thought has gone into the roof, which is
not fully appreciated from the road level. Not sure if it is the scale of the gables in relation to its surrounding which is the
problem?
In all I think it is a good design which will benefit Bovey. Just make the main elevation more interesting!
Finally, what renewable/ energy efficient design considerations are part of this design? Please include?"
Impressed with design and layout.
Not enough storage - nowhere to do the planting that currently takes place from the Town Hall.
Where will the flag be situated?
Concern about the roof gullies - these can cause problems with water ingress. Where will flagpoles be stored?
The roof looks expensive!
I suppose the Council meeting room can be used for meetings other than the Council and for exhibitions.
Assume the kitchen is not intended as a cafe"
I like the contemporary design and use of ceramic finish. Be good to have renewable energy. Very pleased to see so
many facilities in one place.
Well thought out designs with a clear story behind how you arrived at this end point. Good to see something Tangible
happening!
Offices/ Possible home worker/ short term space: people who work from home and want to use the space do so in order
to socialise a bit/ meet other people rather than continue working alone, so single office spaces, if designed with the
idea of rentable space, will not be attractive - better to have offices with multiple desks.

Energy Generation: Where are the solar panels and/or other energy efficiency measures? Surely this is an invest-tosave measure for such a building and sends a positive message to the community.

Electric charge points for cars: given the recent Government announcement regarding moving to electric cars, I think
this development should be complimented by adding electric charge points in the car park. There is a distinct lack of
such facilities in Teignbridge or indeed across Devon as a whole, we should be paving the way!"
Red brick incongruous in this part of town. An alternative might be rendering (like the GP surgery) with stone detail?
Exciting! Acoustics need to be considered, if going to be used as a performing space for musical events etc.
Consideration should be given to relieving the large areas of upper level brickwork overlooking Station Road. Windows
suggested by some at the consultation sessions - are probably too ""hard"" a feature; designs in the brickwork using
contrasting bricks may well provide the answer.
May I remind the Council of Bovey Climate Actions long standing offer of £500 to pay for, or contribute towards the cost
of the installation of sustainable energy generation means on this building. Further details from Mark Bailey (834502)

What happens to existing Tourist Information Centre whilst this is being built?
I have already filled this form out, but have some extra points to give now. I've lived here 20 years and there is nowhere
in Bovey suitable for ballet Barre exercises. This is becoming increasingly popular especially among older ladies like
myself. I have just spoken to the architect and now attach my mirror and barre diagram to this note.
If it is a problem, a mobile mirror and barre could maybe be an option. See the website of International Dance Supplies
local. I do have a group of dancers who work with me. It would be so good if we don't have to travel to Exeter all the
time!"
Renewables should be part of the design, both heating and electricity generation.
Rainwater capture
Not enough toilets! Need same provision as in old toilet block. Unisex is unwelcome and access out of home to only 1
toilet is insufficient."
I think use of the interior space is imaginative and adaptable. Obviously much consideration has gone into making the
most of the available area.
But this imaginative approach is dreadful let down by the exterior street facade. The Architect said to me that they had
taken the potteries as their template - but the potteries were industrial, their design purely driven by commercial and
production needs.
This site is such a wonderful opportunity for the Council to create a new image for Bovey Tracey, to erect a facade that
will draw people in, reflecting the charm of a small country town. This plan will present a featureless face more in keeping
with an industrial unit or a car sales room.
It would take very little and no major structural amendments to alter this facade. I would suggest the top ""eave"" space
should be wood clad with an aesthetically designed window as a feature in each bay. The lower half could then be
rendered and off white (please no red brick!). I think this simple alteration would greatly enhance this important site.
I would be so delighted if you would consider my modifications - I really do feel that this is such a great opportunity for
Bovey Tracey to take pride in itself."
I think you should have renewable energy source incorporated into the design.
I don't like the small office spaces for people to hire who work from home. The idea is brilliant but the design doesn't
work. Single space office isolates people - it needs to be open plan with opportunity to network.
During construction use the opportunity to install electric car charging points in car park.
Large brick facade to front of building - efflorescence may ruin it.
Metal railings to terrace area out front - not glass balustrade.
I like the contemporary form of the building but I feel strongly that red brick is the wrong material for the walls.
It is not a local, vernacular material!
The same form with white render would have a more appropriate ""public building"" appearance, perhaps with some
stone detailing."
Please soften the outer facade of red brickwork. This looks very harsh and unwelcoming. Extra windows at the front maybe at high level would be my ideal but if this is not possible - some kind of pattern/ ornamentation within the brickwork
- 2 colours perhaps would be better than it looks now.
Best wishes to having full planning permission soon, then onwards to having this good facility ASAP.
Utilising the multifunction area, where the possibility of use for live performances such as plays, are the relevant power
paths (XLR, Speak on, etc) to be incorporated, to reduce the need for cabling to lighting rigs and speakers (min 4) and
associated power requirements?
Also will lighting bars and speakers (min 4) be incorporated into the final design?
Also an installed dimmer rack for lights operation? (Lustleigh Village Hall is a good example of a good, well designed
building.)"
It will be important to carefully detail the brickwork and a condition to clarity this should be exposed on the grant and
planning permission.
I may have misinterpreted the plans, but there seems to be minimal provision for a manned information area (as there
is at present) I would regard this as a retrograde step (to rely on presentation boards/ leaflets is not a good "face" for
the public.)
Storage for community projects.
If events are anticipated has licensing been considered?
Has advice been sought from ""outside"" caterers with regard to access and provision of kitchen space and equipment?

Yes it's great to see a newly built Town Hall. Excellent idea of the zig zag roof. Taking us into the 21st Century.
Bovey needs a strong design to encourage more visitors to the town.
The (leat?) brook by Brook Close could be covered by a pavement to enable people to gain safe access to Town Hall.
I have a suggestion to make. In this design is there an allowance of space for computer/laptop lessons for us
pensioners?
Also can space be allocated with say, three full length mirrors with bars fixed against them for ballet workouts.
The floor also to be suitable for dancing and floor exercises with mats.
There is a need in Bovey for this type of exercise especially among pensioners like me, I have found nowhere that is
suitable, so far.
I think this has been very well thought through and will be great for our town.
Thank you to our councillors, officers and consultants for putting such effort into this project.
Please bear in mind the more organisations using the centre will require a lot of storage area this is often overlooked
and becomes a major problem.
Looks good.
Could you put more plants and flowers around the outside or on the roof?
Are the kitchen facilities adequate for anything beyond light refreshments? e.g. a wedding?
The outside appearance of the building is very important - as mentioned should be in keeping with the nearby buildings
such as the cottages and the Guild of Craftsmen.
Access to toilets should be easy from main road - at the moment although unsightly they are a very important resource
- particularly for early morning runners and for park users.
Would like to see all Town Council services remain in one location, therefore suitable indoor provision for the
groundsman must be included, I can see reference is already made to this on the plans.
Good to see something happening on this site. Plans are positive for securing these valuable services for the parish.

Appendix 2: individuals feedback from those participants who
supported some of the proposed design
My only concern is the view approaching from the west (looking east) when the building looks like an industrial
warehouse.
Primarily concerned about access and use by people with disabling conditions. Including; wheelchair access, visual and
hearing impairment, mental illness, dementia and memory loss etc.
Red brick: is inappropriate for this part of town. it is a pottery town but emulating this part of its history does not fit in
with the proximity of nearby stonework and rural surrounds. The view for visitors and residents from either direction of
Station Rd is of a modern industrial warehouse, overbearing and out of kilter with the stone facade of the craft centre
and rendered exteriors of other nearby vernacular buildings. There are other brick buildings on Station rd but they are
decorated and in keeping with the character of this part of town and its age.
If the proposed design has to stay we consider that the upper window design of the rear of the building be repeated to
the front as well - this would break u the stark appearance on the road frontage and produce more light inside. Some
kind of hip at the end of the roof would also soften the angularity. Different coloured brick and patterning would, if
necessary, help tp tie in the design.
Accessibility of toilets: only one ramped toilet is accessible from the outside EG if a minibus of 10 disabled/elderly people
arrive, the need for more than one accessible toilet is necessary and quickly! Why cannot all the toilets be accessible
from outside as the old public toilets used to be? it should be possible to ramp another entry to the internal toilet areas
from the outside. Although not currently the case, there is a need for more than one toilet to be open at all times out of
hours: Cyclists, walkers, local public and the occasional invasion of 10,000 people at public events which are increasing
by the year require more 24-hour provision, not less!
Steps and Railings: need to be the correct size and height with no angled or tapered steps and railings. Edges at the
sides of steps and paths leading into and around the building need raising (white cane users).
Tactile surfaces: - visually impaired leaders and warnings for entrances and steps need to be incorporated (Ref 1).
there needs to be dropped and tactile kerbs on both sides of pavement nearest to the building. A tactile path provides
clear direction for visually impaired people from the pavement to the entrance and toilets.
Car-parking: There needs to be a number of free spaces for disabled parking, council business, toilets and library.

Considering the overall site size we think the overall internal design has been well thought out for bits multi -use and
flexibility. No steps should be used internally and every entrance/exit should have sloped access to the outside.
Library: If the library moves from its current site opposite the school, it is likely that fewer children will use it? does not
look as if it will be any bigger/ - how does it compare with the current library?
Doorways: ALL should be wide enough to allow wheelchair access to every area for councillors, members of public and
volunteers who need to access all areas.
Toilets: For easy identification toilet doors should be a colour contrast from all the other doors in the building.
Light and Glare; Upper windows will create light but also glare and reflection which could cause problems for VI people.
Low mirrors and glass doors should not be used. Light levels should be consistent throughout as changes can cause
visual confusion for some VI people.
Colour Contrast of important features: handles, doorways, light switches etc Lighting has then to be complimented by
colour and tonal contrast of surfaces, fixtures and fittings to aid identification, task work and way-finding.
Signage: signage on doors should be at eye level with clear large tactile letters as well as a diagram and braille. The
letter on backgrounds of higher directional signs should be colour contrasted
Internal large Space: on the plans it suggested that by moving partitions, a large inner space big enough for wedding
receptions etc would be created (For how many I wonder?) That might be the case but then a kitchen appropriate for
catering for such an event (preparing and presenting readymade food) or even a ""drinks only"" reception would need
to be incorporated. The current kitchenette does not look to be much bigger that a large cupboard suitable for coffee
making for a meeting of 12?
Kitchen Facilities; Colour contrast of switches, under lighting and handles. See size comment above
Confidentiality and sound proofing: needed for meeting rooms
hearing Loop: for meeting rooms and library.
Ref: RNIB Visibly better Cymru, designing accessible houses and buildings
I do like the idea of the Town hall, Library, Toilets and other rooms all being in the same area. i have not studied the
plans in detail but find the outside design not very imaginative (it looks like a factory)
I expected a more attractive design (more in keeping with the medical centre)The inside of the medical centre seems
up to date and I would agree with something along those lines.
The outside of the building should not be so staring. A white building not bright red to be in keeping!:Black and white
maybe!
I have no serious objections to the internal design.
I do have very serious objections to the external appearance of the building which I consider as nothing less than a blot
on the landscape
The internal design is useful and practical but the external appearance is totally out of keeping with the look of the town
and its surroundings
I believe you have entirely failed the community in the design!! Why on earth would the potteries be used for inspiration
- the centre of Bovey has no need to look industrial. My question is why does every new building design have to look
modern and contemporary?? What is wrong with suing softer natural materials as has been done with the architects
example of RHS Rosemoor. I strongly believe that this is our last opportunity to bring back some beauty to Bovey - with
its thatched pub it had real Devon quaintness about it - this now has been lost. I believe we can chose a more
sympathetic design that comfortably fits the brief rather than going for a modern industrial look: Buildings of this sort are
being shoved up in towns all over the country/world without thought. I feel very protective over this town as i believe it
is losing its identity by the thoughtless building that is going on. I also feel very sorry for the neighbouring properties
who have had to adapt to losing their characterful thatched neighbour and must now contemplate living next door to an
industrial inspired eyesore.
I must point out - i am entirely supportive of the internal design: That appears to consider the brief very well.
Please start again with the external design!
Natural, soft, sympathetic design for a Devon town - Not an industrial site PLEASE!"
"The outside looks horrid and not in keeping with Bovey or a suitable replacement for a listed building.
The inside and facilities on offer are great. Not sure how you can marry the innards with an improved outer though

Red brick "industrial design" No potteries industry anywhere need this site and i pity the residents living near it having
to look out on it. The Dolphin Hotel, the Old Thatch, the housing development where the Dartmoor Hotel was, the brook
Cafe are all are all painted in pastel colours, so this new building should complement the whole area. Black brick
facade? Why? Much too dreary for a town on the edge of Dartmoor which can be very grey and mizzley. High window
levels - not much fun to work in.
There seems to be a disproportionate amount of space for the Council, couldn't Council meetings take place in the
Library space, rather than the library borrowing the Council meeting space?
Where are the Solar Panels and Carbon Neutral materials?
Totally out of character for the town.
It could look very out of place against the beautiful building that is the Guild.
However we desperately need a public space for Bovey.
Interior design flexible and would meet many local needs.
Exterior facing the road - horrific!! Red brick emphasis may have suited the potteries but is not in keeping with the rest
of the buildings in the centre of Town."
The interior seems to contain everything required - but it is difficult to picture how much space is available to library etc?
Toilets not easy to reach for visitors.
Outside does not fit with properties around - too industrial looking- would stand out, not blend in. Would prefer more
stone to blend with Guild next door.
Extra cost? This would be worth while in long term - prefer roof to look more traditional, don't like the Sainsbury's look!"
Needs some free car parking for users and volunteers - more than 20 minutes!
Hire of rooms and business units needs to be very affordable so that local people can afford to use it.
How green is the building - what about solar, ground source, rain water run off etc?
Is it BREEAM?
Parking for pushchairs, disability scooters - is this possible?
Will there be a reception area? Who will run this?
The facade and building facing Station Road is ugly and still too industrial. This hall or centre (Not Hub!!) please, should
look more inviting and open/ light to all not ugly stone walls in red brick. Use light coloured stone (country style we are
Dartmoor not Sheffield) With some Greenery on roof and windows/ glass facing road.
Toilets: One accessible from ""outside"" is not sufficient (there may be coaches outside hall opening hours).
If possible all four could be accessed easily (not with passes) if you wish to make town friendly as all wise thinking
Councils know car parks and toilets work well together.
The interior otherwise seems fine if all facilities have enough space?"
Very comprehensive provision but the Station Road aspect with Red Brick and rectangular windows (and their layout)
within the gable end appearance is inelegant - it looks too much like a warehouse.
Building should be ecological i.e. solar panels included in plan not an extra and collection of rainwater for toilet flushing.
The building should reflect Dartmoor in some way i.e some polished granite for outside seating.
The building should welcome the whole community and not be a clubhouse for the Council."
Interior layout looks useful.
Exterior appearance is hideous - a red brick factory with a black extension. Totally fails to blend with surrounding
buildings."
Good interior use of space but why not have 2 storeys?
The exterior does not seem to be compatible with the rest of Bovey High Street."
Think the proposed building is too modern for the town.
I don't like the roof structure - flat roofs need constant maintenance - where do Bovey Players fit in?
I thought it would be on 2 floors? The tilting roof design will allow debris to collect, leading to water leaks.
Very industrial looking facade which doesn't really fit in with surrounding buildings such as Dolphin, Guild building.

Appendix 3: individuals feedback from those participants who did not
support the proposed design
I personally think the building design lends itself to a workshop on the Heathfield industrial Estate.
The choice of materials is in the high end of costings for building materials and it in no ways marries the surrounding
area buildings which are nearly all render finished.
I think it will stand out like a big carbuncle and increase the burden on the council tax payers of BT for years to come
Why not in keeping with the rest of the entrance to Bovey. Looks like factory site. Mind you the other end of BT looks
appalling with the new build houses and the latest development. Look lie ticky tacky all the same. Why can’t the new
building just have one decent roof not slate tiles
I hate to say this, but even though i was in favour of something modern, artistic and original, on looking at what is
proposed I find it absolutely appalling. The first impression for tourists or visitors to this end of town is DIRE. Maybe it
will be beautiful and practical inside but from the exterior it is very of putting. I would hate to be a close neighbour of
this proposed building - it will blight that end of town
Aesthetically it looks good but I cannot understand why it is only single storey.
There will be many demands for space but much of this is fresh air.
It surely will be just as economical to build a 2 storey building and must give at least a further 50% of space
availability.
Would you like to live in the cottages and look out at a ugly building?
We would like to be more in keeping with Devon Guild or the cottage or maybe both."
It looks too big for the site. What will be the effect on close neighbours?
How can all the different aspects fit into the building?
Will the design fit with old Bovey?
What about flooding?
Toilets: Positives: They are accessible. Negatives: Only One toilet available out of hours - this is inadequate in a
tourist town. (Also, personally do not like unisex toilets, but understand this is Teignbridge policy.)
Appearance: Positive: Attractive inside and clever design BUT...Negatives: Very unattractive from fire station
approach. A bit too industrial.
Renewables: Understand that the first thing to do is design it to be efficient but we should also incorporate renewables
now, much cheaper than retrofitting.
One Storey: Why? Seems short sighted, we need a bigger space than just for 100 people. Two storey with Council
upstairs would be better. Yes - more expensive - but we're going to end up spending even more when we have to
build a bigger space AND this."

Appendix 4: individuals feedback from those participants who were
undecided about the proposed design
Is it possible to call the hub the ""Bovey Hub"" (Not the Bovey Tracey Hub) to reflect the surrounding areas. I
appreciate the centre is in Bovey Tracey but the centre also should be the foundation of outside (The sum of all it's
parts perhaps)
Also perhaps the proposed cinema should be part of the hub (Not a former pub The King of Prussia Inn) to help
encourage the youth and adults from all around?

